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What is IT Maintenance and why is it critical?

No, really what is the IT Maintenance?

EVERNET CMM?
Our Method for IT Success: Client 
Management Methodology (CMM)

Over the past 20 years, EVERNET has developed an ideology 
of success that we implement for our clients. 
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These 5 points of our tool built represent the EVERNET Hierar-
chy of Needs for all businesses, and with utilization will ensure 
the best chance for a business to not only survive but also grow 
within their industry.Each point builds on each other, and as 
you further integrate your businesses processes to align with 
this Client Management Methodology, you’ll find that your busi-
ness becomes easier to manage with our help and your goals 
become easier to achieve.

 Business Tools

The tools of your business are what you rely on 
every day to keep working. You need a solid internet  
connection that is working efficiently which means main-
taining your connection to a router or gateway as well as 
keeping away unwanted users with a firewall service. That  
internet connects into your computers and servers to build your 
 system, which includes your printers, phones, fax and email. 
Your system gets supported by Cloud Storage of your data, 
which incorporates into your Client Relationship Manager, 
your practice management software and QuickBooks or other 
finance and billing software.

EVERNET helps you find hardware and software solutions that 
work for your needs, we advise you on what systems to use 
and will even recommend the right computer for your needs. 
Don’t be left wondering if you have the right products for your  
system, or if you are wasting your time with an outdated process. 
With EVERNET you always have the resource to make sure your  
system is working at its best capacity, and you’ll know exactly 
when to upgrade to keep up with new technology.

Security Essentials

You’ve got the Hardware and the Software, and now you need 
to make sure unwanted guests don’t invade and steal your  
vital data or your money. EVERNET Security Essentials is our way of  
monitoring your computer and offering real time remote manage-
ment and monitoring of the health and security of your hardware 
and your system. With a solid Anti-virus for End Point Detection 
and response of threats, EVERNET makes sure that you are always 
protected. We ensure your important files and data are backed up 
regularly, and will manage and deploy software patches as they 
become available. 

Never again will you get bullied by Microsoft to update your  
operating system, just to have it use up all your computer  
resources and cause it to crash. EVERNET will maintain this for 
you. Our 24/7 monitoring doesn’t just stop with your computers, 
the #1 security liability is user error. You and your employees 
might not have malicious intent, but could do a lot of damage 
to your security if left untrained. EVERNET’s Security Awareness 
Training gives you the knowledge to not fall for tricks from scam-
mers. With proper training and password management, you can 
be protected while also making logging into different systems a 
breeze for those who should be doing so.



“...with EVERNET you just give us a 
call at (860)656-7810 or email us at
 helpdesk@evernetco.com”

IT Management 

So how are you going to keep everything in working order, and 
still run your business? EVERNET helped you pick out your com-
puter and created your system, we are monitoring and protect-
ing against hazards from the outside and the inside, but nothing 
is perfect and sometimes the internet goes out or your comput-
er starts to wear down. What do you do then?

Well, that’s easy because with EVERNET you just give us a call 
at (860)656-7810 or email us at helpdesk@evernetco.com, 
and one of our amazing service techs will help you. We might  
direct you over the phone, remote in to your computer directly, 
or show up at your business for a service call. It›s really that 
easy! You’ll have the peace of mind from one of our support 
plans, either Managed Support at a fixed price per month and 
per computer, or with Hourly Support that is pay as you go with 
block hours or invoiced billing.

EVERNET will provide a monthly review of your Business Tools 
and Security Essentials, provide any cleaning or configuration 
updates needed. You’ll receive a monthly alert for this service 
and only with your approval will we spring into action, so you 
are always in control. You never have to worry about a surprise 
bill with EVERNET, we tell you exactly what you’ll get up front 
and are available when you need us most.

Websites & Marketing

You might think you’re complete when your system and com-
puters are all healthy, protected and you have a plan when 
they go down. But EVERNET is more than just a doctor for your  
computer, we are capable of helping your business grow and 
flourish. Whether you are in need of more clients and sales, or 
you are overworked and need help with automation, EVERNET 
can provide these resources for you.

Your web presence is a community that needs to be main-
tained, from your website itself to social media and even google! 
Protecting your brand on the web is important to controlling 
and increasing sales, and managing how your community views 
you. You don’t want to leave it up to fate, how you are perceived 
by others and the web is the main resource of controlling that.

EVERNET builds from your website first, making sure that 
you control the domains associated with your business and 
use them as the tools necessary for growth and engagement.  
Often your domain ties in with your computer system, so 
these go hand in hand. Building your website is more than just  
creating something pretty to look at, if your website is either 
converting visitors to sales or automating important tasks to 
make your life easier than its of little use.

Let EVERNET evaluate your business needs and build a  
website that manages your client›s journey from the sales  
process through their life with your company. There are over 
a dozen touch points that could be automated to keep your  
customers happy, and save you time.

Building off your website, EVERNET can manage your  
Google Listing and Social Media accounts to make sure you are in 
control of how people view you as a business. We are there to 
answer questions, create content and generate custom goals 
that align with your business.

EVERNET is the business consultant that does it all, with effec-
tive marketing strategies that are proven to work we can help 
you get your message out clearly and effectively. Ensuring your 
branding is exactly how you want it.

Need a new paint job? EVERNET’s Graphic Design resources 
are available to ensure your Branding and Graphic messaging 
is how you want it: Logos, Print Marketing, Video Graphics, we 
can even help you launch that Podcast you keep thinking about 
within your industry.

Business Alignment

The top of our EVERNET Hierarchy of needs is Business 
Alignment, where we take all the tools in our CMM and work with 
you directly to make sure that all systems for your business are 
firing on all cylinders. Here we evaluate the performance and 
the effect of all our interactions with your business in a quarterly 
meeting and align them with your companies› goals and needs 
going into the future.

At the heart of EVERNET we are a consulting agency and you 
can rely on us to give you advice so that you can make the best  
decisions for your company, taking your business to a place 
where you are achieving your goals.



What is IT Maintenance and Why is it Critical?
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You just get into the office; you are slightly early because you 
have a 9:00 am meeting that you have to prepare for. You need 
the documents printed and on the conference table, and you 
go to turn on your computer and it›s not working, or it chooses 
that time to install the 25 updates you have been putting off. You 
jump over to another computer hopeful you can access the doc-
ument on your server, and the server is down or the printer won’t 
respond when you send the document over for printing.

We all know that being prepared is the best way to avoid these 
situations, but with how much we rely on technology everyday a 
situation like this is going to happen. Maybe you get in and have 
to reschedule, but your phone system is down. What do you do 
right then, and what should you have done all along?

Proper maintenance and IT support are mission critical to know-
ing your system will function properly and knowing that if it 
doesn’t you have someone to call to get it working right away.

This is what EVERNET does for you, we provide the mainte-
nance to ensure that your systems function as they should, 
and should they not, you call us at (860)656-7810 or email-
helpdesk@evernetco.com and we spring into action to fix the  
error for you.

Each industry is different, and EVERNET supports them all,  
making sure that your business falls in line with the industry  
standards and regulations. For many industries, having an  
effective IT maintenance and cybersecurity system in place is a 
requirement. Those who work in Financial, Healthcare, and Gov-
ernment sectors, as well as those who Practice Law are required 
to make sure that all personal information and data is secured. 

“HIPAA, Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act, and the Homeland Security Act 
are the three most crucial federal cybersecurity laws in effect 
today. These three requirements necessitate that healthcare, 
financial, and government entities ensure the security of their 
systems and data. In any case, it’s hard to predict whether an 
acceptable level of protection would be successful. The Federal 

Information Security Management Act (FISMA) mandates that 
all federal agencies implement information security policies, 
concepts, and standards.” (Enterprise Engineering Solutions, 
2022)

Much like every sector of the world, Law Practices are also 
seeing a significant increase in security breaches. According 
to American Bar Association survey reports, the number of 
security breaches in 2019 were more than double they were 
in 2016. The ABA and NIST have created sets of practices and 
regulations for law offices to adhere to in the effort to prevent 
cyber security breaches. 

US-based law firms have to follow the Model Rules of Profes-
sional Conduct developed by the American Bar Association. 
The American Bar Association forms rules that make legal 
services ethical, efficient, and safe. Its Formal Opinions 477R 
and 483 describe mechanisms required to monitor for data 
breaches, implement security measures to stop them, notify 
clients of a breach, and remediate the damage of a breach. 
Both Formal Opinions oblige lawyers to “make reasonable ef-
forts to prevent the inadvertent or unauthorized disclosure 
of, or unauthorized access to, information relating to the rep-
resentation of a client.”

The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)  
established and maintains Special Publication 800-53, a  
complete set of cybersecurity practices and regulations for 
US federal agencies. Complying with these regulations is 
beneficial for all organizations: it verifies the effectiveness of 
implemented protection measures and provides a competitive 
advantage.

The Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 
1996 (HIPAA) required the Secretary of the U.S. Department 
of Health and Human Services (HHS) to develop regulations 
protecting the privacy and security of certain health informa-
tion.1 To fulfill this requirement, HHS published what are com-
monly known as the HIPAA Privacy Rule and the HIPAA Security 
Rule. The Privacy Rule, or Standards for Privacy of Individually 
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Identifiable Health Information, establishes national standards 
for the protection of certain health information. The Security 
Standards for the Protection of Electronic Protected Health  
Information (the Security Rule) establish a national set of  
security standards for protecting certain health information 
that is held or transferred in electronic form. The Security Rule 
operationalizes the protections contained in the Privacy Rule 
by addressing the technical and non-technical safeguards that  
organizations called “covered entities” must put in place to 
secure individuals’ “electronic protected health informa-
tion” (e-PHI). Within HHS, the Office for Civil Rights (OCR) has  
responsibility for enforcing the Privacy and Security Rules with 
voluntary compliance activities and civil money penalties. (HHS.
com) Financial institutions covered by the Gramm-Leach-Bliley 
Act must tell their customers about their information-sharing 
practices and explain to customers their right to opt out if they 
don’t want their information shared with certain third parties. 

In 2018, the Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency 
Act of 2018 was passed into law in order to take the next step in 
defending against cybersecurity issues. The Cybersecurity and 
Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA) works with partners to 
defend against today’s threats and collaborating with industry 
to build more secure and resilient infrastructure for the fu-
ture. CISA is at the heart of mobilizing a collective defense to 
understand and manage risk to our critical infrastructure and  
associated National Critical Functions. Our partners in this mis-
sion span the public and private sectors. The programs and 
services we provide are driven by our comprehensive under-
standing of the risk environment and the corresponding needs 
identified by our stakeholders. We seek to help organizations 
better manage risk and increase resilience using all available 
resources, whether provided by the federal government, com-
mercial vendors, or their own capabilities. (CISA.gov)

As the concern over cyber security has grown, so has the 
government›s involvement. It is important for companies and 
practices to make sure they are in compliance with any and all 
laws that apply.

For some institutions you may be required to have an 
approved antivirus software system to operate on a  
network. This section from the NC STATE University rules 
and regulations is a great illustration of this. 

“2.1 All computers, including those that are personally owned, 
that connect to the campus network via the NC State wireless 
network (Nomad and Eduroam) or connecting via NC State’s 
VPN service, must run up-to-date, approved operating sys-
tem antivirus protection as defined on the NC State Antivi-
rus Resources website. All students, including residence hall  
occupants, are subject to this regulation.

2.2 Installation, troubleshooting and maintenance of antivirus 
software are the responsibility of all persons having adminis-
trative privileges on computer(s) connecting to the campus net-
work.

2.3 If a specific computer or group of computers requires an 
exemption to this requirement, an Antivirus Exemption Request 
form must be submitted for approval. However, administrators 
should be aware of the risk to their systems and data should a 
virus infection occur. It is recommended they acquire and in-
stall antivirus software to mitigate these risks. If needed, users 
should consult with other local computer administrators or the 
OIT Security & Compliance Group for guidance in making this 
decision.

2.3.1 Individuals and groups may receive an exemption from 
the University mandated antivirus software requirement if 
the need for an exemption is supported by both the unit IT  
Director and approved by the Security Technology Working 
Group of the Security & Compliance Governance Individuals 
or groups requesting an exemption must submit justification 
to the Chair of the Security Technology Working Group via the 
Antivirus Exemption Request form. The request must describe 



the necessity for an exemption and specify what alternate 
protections are in place. This exemption only applies to the 
computer(s) specified in the exemption request. Computer  
users receiving an exemption are still subject to all other 
aspects of the Computer Use Regulation.

2.4 This regulation does not preclude units from implementing 
a more stringent requirement.” While the impact of a lack of IT 
maintenance might not always be from government or ethical 
protocols being breached, you might feel a much more person-
al and immediate result. Not protecting your systems might 
cause viruses to sneak through, or scammers to gain access to 
your finances. If computers go down and are not able to be 
used you could see an impact on work productivity.

Just like in the example at the beginning of this section, your 
business meeting could be greatly impacted by something in 
your system going down and you not having the resources to 

get it fixed in time. System uptime and productivity are the  
dollars and cents that keeps your business afloat and you can’t 
afford to let the possibility of device error or system down time 
to keep you from working.

But what’s even scarier is if a scammer were to access your 
system and get your financial passwords, they could withdraw 
money from your bank accounts and you might not even realize 
it right away. You could even be social engineered to give your 
money willingly to a scammer. There are plenty of real-world 
examples of scammers convincing business owners of their 
legitimacy and getting them to hand over money or personal 
information for the scammers gain. In the news Uber and Rock-
star Games are recent examples of a 16-year-old being able 
to hack into servers of fortune 500 level businesses merely by 
posing as an employee. The threats are all around us, let  
EVERNET guide you and maintain your systems.

“In 2018, the Cybersecurity and Infrastructure  
Security Agency Act of 2018 was passed into law 
in order to take the next step in defending against 
cybersecurity issues.”
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Account Review
• Contacts; Recent Tickets, Projects
    & Recurring Issues
• Account Alerts

Website and Marketing
• Domain Registration
• Website (Online, Current/Updated, Healthy)

Security Essentials
• Health & Security Monitor (“RMM”)
• Antivirus (AV/EDR)
• Backups (Workstations, Servers, Apps)
• Patching
• Password Manager
• Security Awareness Training

IT Maintenance Checklist Summary

NO, REALLY WHAT IS
IT MAINTENANCE? 

Business Tools
• Connectivity
  ISP
  Wiring/Wireless/Switching
  Router/Gateway/Firewall
• CRM, PMS, Accounting/Invoicing/Payments
• Computers & Servers
• Communications
 Phones/Fax
 Email 
 Security Configuration
 SPAM
 Encryption
 Retention
 Backups

Business Alignement
(at least 1 in last year)
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The IT Maintenance starts off with a review of your account 
and our relationship to make sure that EVERNET is proper-
ly handling your needs. This is a great time to identify any 
recurring issues or update your contact list if you have new 
employees. For security purposes we want to maintain  
accurate list of your employees and notate who has author-
ity in different areas like: billing, management, & support 
so that we can verify who we send and receive tasks and 
communication from. We would not want a malicious actor 
to slip into our relationship and cause havoc.

We review open tickets within our system at this point to 
see if there are any that are being held up and need updat-
ing or if you are having recurring issues that might need a  
higher-level fix. We take a cohesive look at how our business 
relationship has been since the last review and try to identify 
any improvements that may be needed so that we could bet-
ter serve you. If  you have an ongoing  project, at this time 
we will give updates on its progress and give a timeline for 
completion if needed.

Throughout our relationship, changes may occur that we 
need to create an alert for in our system. Maybe someone 
joins or leaves your company that we may have communi-
cated with in the past, and so we create an alert in our sys-
tem to direct us to that person or someone else. During this 
review of your account, we will check these alerts to make 
sure they are still relevant and accurate, and take action on 
it if needed. 

Account reviews are important because it’s a chance for 
 us to take a detailed look at how we are doing business 
with each other and identify any changes that might need 
to take place, and offer better solutions for recurring 
problems.

“ We take a cohesive look at how our 
business relationship has been since 
the last review and try to identify any 
improvements that may be needed 
so that we could better serve you.”



Business Tools

Your business runs on tangible tools just as much as it does 
on software and people. Keeping up the maintenance on 
those tools are vital to staying efficient and in business.

Every “physical” IT system runs on a Local Network,  
whether you are plugged-in or connecting via wireless. 
If your devices have access to the Internet, then your  
Local Network can be traced to one (per ISP) Edge Device, 
which handles all traffic/communications between your  
Local Network and the World (yes, the world). If you have an  
active Internet connection; anyone, sitting anywhere in the 
world, may have the ability to reach your Edge Device. Not 
many people understand this, and therefore do not invest 
in business-class Edge Devices. We recommend all Local 
Networks are protected by business-class Edge Devices, be-
cause these devices provide security and monitoring to all 
traffic between your Local Network and the World.

EVERNET checks in monthly to ensure that you are  
using equipment that stays updated and connected to your  
network in a secure manner and will recommend  
adjustments if needed. During this process we will look 
through your entire system to make sure that your physical 
tools are being well taken care of and if anything needs to 
be replaced, we will identify for you and give you options to 
do so. 

As a client you can let EVERNET help you in the choosing of im-
portant physical tools like computers, printers, scanners, fax 
machines, or whatever equipment needs to be added to your 
system. We will listen to your needs, identify the options avail-
able and advise you on which equipment works best for your 
needs. Once purchased, EVERNET then can install and monitor 
this new equipment as part of our business relationship. It’s 
really that easy.
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Sometimes technology moves fast and you need a partner 
like EVERNET to help identify needed upgrades, like if you 
are still using landline business phone and should move up 
to VoIP. EVERNET services all VoIP providers and will help  
install and manage their service. With our maintenance 
you’ll be able to expand the abilities of your phone service 
to have access to your line remotely from your cellphone or 
even your home work station. If you are a mobile company, 
like a contractor or service technician you can have access 
to your business line while you are in the field.

EVERNET ensures that your email communication stays 
flawless with backup, encryption, SPAM blocking and  
security configuration. We monitor and maintain your 
 inboxes each month to make sure that you never lose an 
important message!

Finally, client management is important and there is software 
available to help. EVERNET can evaluate your business needs 
and recommend 1 of many CMM software on the market, 
assisting in the migration of your client data into the system 
and training you and your staff in the processes for input-
ting and extracting needed data for your everyday needs. 
Integration with accounting and billing software as well as  
applying needed password management processes,  
EVERNET streamlines your business for the modern age. 

“EVERNET ensures that your email communication
stays flawless with backup, encryption, SPAM

blocking and security configuration.”
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Security Essentials
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All software (including your Operating System) should be 
installing priority updates as they become available. In most 
cases, this DOES happen by default, and without any addition-
al software or manual action. Unfortunately, the monitoring/ 
alerting included with these systems are not reliable. Failed 
updates can cause serious damage to your operational experi-
ence, and/or create significant security gaps, without adequate 
notice to the user. Data storage awareness (per user, and per 
device) is critical. There are no automation systems tracking 
where data is being created/stored. If users are not managing 
data locations properly, this can lead to missing or duplicated 
files. Both situations are issues, and both issues are not easily 
resolved by any automation system. 

Users/Workstations/Servers Clients using Active Directory (on-
prem or cloud) should review/update registered users and 
 devices every time a new user or device is added. This elimi-
nates the need to review on a recurring basis. If this review is 
not happening, or new devices/users are not being removed/ 
added often, you should initiate the review once or twice a year. 
It is important that unused devices and users are disabled and/
or removed when they are no longer active. Hardware and/or 
firmware upgrades are not necessary for all systems, but in 
most cases do help, especially as the devices age. Performance 
reviews should be completed whenever system performance 
appears degraded. If systems appear to be running well, they 
should still be reviewed once or twice a year. All non-OS de-
vices should be powered through surge protectors, and all OS 
devices should be powered through Battery Backup capable 
units. This will help prevent device failure following power loss.

Having a business-class Backup Solution, configured to best 
fit your specific needs, is the most important aspect of any IT 
infrastructure. Backup Solutions come in many different sizes 
and styles, which makes it relatively easy to custom fit to your 
specific need. It is beyond critical that your Backup Solution 
be configured properly, to your need, and it’s alerting system 
is operational at all times. In the event that any IT nightmare  

scenario finds you, your Backup Solution will likely be the only 
option for recovery. How much can you recover, and how long 
it will take to recover, will depend on the product you are us-
ing, and how it was configured. If you are investing in a busi-
ness-class backup Solution, configured to best fit your specific 
needs, there is little to worry about.

Closely behind the importance of having a business-class Back-
up Solution, is the important of having a business-class Antivirus 
Product. External threats are higher than ever, and do not seem 
to be slowing down. The methodology and execution of these 
threats are ever-evolving, and in most cases pace the prog-
ress of standard Antivirus products. Business-class Antivirus  
Products have been developed to counter even the most  
effective threat engines, by monitoring the “behavior” of the 
OS, instead of files names and/or signature of running processes.

There are some important questions when deciding on the right 
antivirus and EDR programs. Does Your Antivirus Software Pro-
tect your network from Major Threats? Deciding on the right An-
tivirus software starts with the protection it can offer. Does it 
protect against viruses and does it protect your privacy are key 
factors. 

It is important to make sure the antivirus and EDR programs you 
chose are capable of handling the size of your network. If so, 
does the Software run accurately and efficiently? Can it oper-
ate as promised and deliver the performance needed to protect 
your network. Also, does it provide you with a high percentage 
detection rate? The goal is to see a high success rate with True 
Negatives and True Positives. You will also want it to be good at 
avoiding bad detections in the way of False Negatives and False 
Positives.

Spoofing and phishing attacks (via email) are the most common, 
and most successful, threat engines running today. Even with 
the highest level of mail server security, and spam protection, 
you are likely to experience some threat activity in your Inbox. 



“Cyber Security is becoming one of 
the most important aspects for every 

person and company in the world.”

It is almost impossible to avoid. That said, you have a much 
higher chance of avoiding these attacks with the highest level 
of mail server security and spam filtering. Without it, you will 
likely experience a heavy amount of threat activity, which can 
not only put you at risk, but your contacts/ clients as well.

Cyber Security is becoming one of the most important aspects 
for every person and company in the world. Making sure that 
everyone is aware of the potential risks of a cyber-attack is 
crucial to protecting personal, financial, and business informa-
tion. The popularity of cell phones and computers as a whole 
has allowed almost everything to be introduced into a digital 
platform. It has become increasingly important for companies 
to implement proper training to prevent cyber-attacks from 
happening.  

Most cyber-attacks come as a result of human error. Studies 
have shown that roughly 95% of all cyber-attacks can be traced 
back to human error. The good news about this stat is that it 
means that we can have an impact on preventing such attacks. 
Training yourself or your employees how to identify phishing 
scams is important. It is also vital to utilize strong password 
protection policies as well as understanding how digital data is 
gathered. Having an understanding of what to look for can be 
the first step to preventing a cyber-attack.  

The term cyber-attack is used when a third party has gained 
unauthorized access to a system or network. Cyber-attacks 
can be very detrimental to a company in the form of data  
breaches. Data loss or manipulation can occur as a result of a cyber- 
attack. The result of such attacks often leads to financial losses 
as well as damage to the company’s reputation. 

To prevent these attacks from happening it is import-
ant for companies to utilize smart cybersecurity practices. 
Cybersecurity is the practice of protecting computer systems, 
networks, and their data from unauthorized access.  

Using a password manager is an important step to maintain 
your cyber security as well as have a backup that won’t be lost 
in a worst-case scenario. Where password management makes 
it difficult for cyber criminals to break into your accounts, it ac-
tually makes it easier for those who you want to have access. 
Using a program like LastPass will allow you to share your busi-
ness passwords with those you want to have access, and they 
can in browser be able to activate and enter those accounts 
securely. In the fight against cyber threats, password managers 
make things more convenient and secure.

Whole system monitoring is what this leads to, with EVER-
NET health and security monitoring, or remote monitoring 
and maintenance, we watch and maintain your entire system  
remotely. This way when you call in to our help desk, we can 
quickly identify the problems you are facing and work to  
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Marketing
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You just completed redesign and feel a sense of relief, and you 
should. It’s a major undertaking and huge project. But your 
job isn’t done once you hit publish. Do you think you can just 
forget the site now that it’s complete? Just like everything else, 
whether it’s your car, or electrical systems, your website needs 
maintenance on a regular basis. Website maintenance is more 
than just making content updates or adding new pages. It goes 
beyond the surface. While that is part of the maintenance, you 
need to maintain what’s under the hood – code base, integra-
tions, code snippets, domains, certificates, just to name a few.

Your domain isn’t free and if you’re not careful, someone could 
swipe the rights from under you if you don’t keep the domain 
current.  Your domain is your business name what helps you 
get found online. Domains do expire after a set period of time,  
usually five years, so be sure to set a reminder of the upcoming 
expiration, so you don’t forget. You should also consider sub-
domains for pages which could be unique from your website. 
Planning on having a blog? You might consider blog.yourdo-
main.com. Your domain is an essential factor to your business’s 
success.

You might want to consider multiple domains and register vari-
ations of your brand’s domain. Why? Having multiple domains 
can actually benefit your business including visibility in search 
for different keywords and reducing traffic loss from misspell-
ings. Some of the popular variations to register:

There are also security measures on your domain to avoid 
theft, scams, and hijacking. You should opt-in for domain  
privacy, so your contact isn’t visible on the Whois database. 
You’re able to remain anonymous while maintaining the right. 
Two-step verification is another strong security practice and 
it helps blocks prohibited access. Another important domain  
security measure are SSL certificates, that’s not only for you, 
but your visitors, as well. Finally, register for domain for longer 
periods of time, sign up for auto-renewal, and lock your domain 
names against registrar transfers.

Websites are typically on Content Management Systems (CMS), 
like WordPress, Joomla, Magneto (eCommerce), and HubSpot. 
These software systems allow you to manage and update your 
website using HTML or templates. CMSs can be great, because 
in some instance, you don’t need to know code and they work 
with what you see is what you get (WYSIWYG) editors. Website 
CMSs need to be updated, as well.

If you’re using an older version of a CMS, you’re open to 
vulnerabilities and security issues. It’s essential to update your 
CMS’s themes or plugins. Keeping your CMS updated closes any  
loopholes and reduces your vulnerability and ensures the latest 
security releases and patches are applied.

Updating your CMS with new features like mobile and so-
cial integrations, you’re improving and maintaining the user  
experience. As the CMS continues to improve, third-party inte-
grations are updated on the backend. Their updating doesn’t 
stop, so you shouldn’t either. By not updating, site stability 
will become an issue, as will compatibility with those other 
integrations.

• Registering other domains like  
.net, .org, and even .io

• Country code domains  
(especially if you’re global)

• Brand and product domains
• Misspellings



Plugins within your CMS might contain security vulnerabil-
ities. Hackers know how to access and take advantage of 
these weak spots in the software, that’s why you might see an  
update for at least one plugin almost daily. By not keeping these 
plugins updated, you’re just leaving your website open for an 
attack. Outdated plugins can impact the performance of your  
website – resulting in a bad user experience or even a critical error. 
Visitors may experience slow page speeds, broken links, plus if 
they stop working, parts of your website may stop working. If 
you’re an eCommerce business, that could result in lost sales.

Website backups are critical. You should be running website 
backups on a weekly basis, so if anything happens, from a 
system crash, or website hack, you can immediately get your 
site back up and running with a few clicks of a button. Websites 
are run by humans and susceptible to human error. What if a 
piece of code or some elements get deleted? Website backups 
also reverse any errors and problems during any updates or 
new installations. It also makes it easy to implement a sandbox 
or test version of your website, allowing you to test new up-
dates or integrations to see how they will impact your live site 
before publishing.

A website backup is insurance against hackers and malware. 
Hackers always seem to be attacking websites, trying to steal 
sensitive data. Or, they’re doing it just for fun. If someone 
breaches your account and makes changes to your site, you 
have the backup available once the hacking issue has been re-
solved. Websites are also being infected with malware, which 
can damage your company’s reputation. Keep an eye on any 
malware and if any portion of your website is affected, a back-
up can remove the issue.

Website maintenance also helps your appearance in search  
engines. Site speed is coming an important signal in ranking. 
If your website’s page speed falls below the accepted guide-
lines, it can impact how your site is ranked. Factors such as mo-
bility page load, image size, and size of scripts are a few factors 
impacting your page speed. Keep website content updated and 
new and make sure it’s authoritative and answers questions. 
Finally, check all of the functionality to ensure forms, pop-ups, 
and website tools are functioning properly.

Email marketing, SEO, content, social media and direct market-
ing are important tactics in your marketing mix. Email blasts 
are a great way to engage with your contacts to let them know 
of new products and services, maintenance updates, content 
offers, and conduct surveys. Content is the fuel for your web-
site, and it’s what helps you get found on search engines. That’s 
where SEO comes in. It’s important to know what your users are 
searching for and that your content answers those questions. 
Frequently publishing, updating, and sharing your content en-
sures it gets in front of the eyes of the right people. Social media 
is another great way to engage with your audience and build 
reputation. Lastly, don’t underestimate the power of direct 
mailing. Direct marketing allows you to personalize messaging 
and content and tailor it to your prospect.

Website management with EVERNET can take this off your plate. 
Your company’s reputation will remain strong with our website 
and marketing services. We will make sure your website is run-
ning smooth, domains are registered, and even work with you 
on content and content strategy to help you get found online.

“If someone breaches your account and 
makes changes to your site, you have
the backup available once the hacking

issue has been resolved.”



IT and business alignment is a strategy that highlights the 
incorporation of IT operations and business objectives to help 
manage costs, improve agility, increase IT ROI. Most business  
functions and IT have separate roles, but share on goal – provide 
a fantastic customer experience that supports and provides a 
favorable impact on business results.

Usually, finance or marketing and IT were funneled in their 
own silos and focused on their own objectives and goals. 
There’s been a shift in thinking over the last few years. 
Improve collaboration between the two departments so that 
there’s a more proactive approach to determine business needs 
which can be considered when making business decisions.
Implementing this shift can be disruptive, but this alignment 
between IT and other business departments can offer several 
benefits.

Bringing teams can be challenging in and of itself. You’re combining 
different teams who are invested in their own processes, work, and 
have their own personalities. They may see it as a knock on their 
work, and it really isn’t. Business alignment with IT objectives im-
proves the work and provides a deeper understanding of the effect 
they have on the KPIs and each other’s departments.

Showing the value of aligning business teams and IT is a first step 
to cultivating an environment open to change. Evaluating is the first 
step to identifying areas of improvement. How do departments 
collaborate and engage? Where are there opportunities to share 
ideas, or troubleshoot issues?

Communications is essential with business teams and IT. 
It’s more than an announcement or expectation that it’s 
happening. Examine roles and see if they could be more 
integrated into communications or business decisions. 
Invite others for the sharing of ideas on how to reach 
objectives.

Assigning a moderator to implement a roadmap of 
collaboration between IT and business leaders might be a  
requirement. By creating this role to monitor, and encour-
age collaboration between departments adds credibility to 
the commitment to business alignment.

The experts at EVERNET can provide a consultative 
approach to helping you on the path to IT and business 
alignment. EVERNET Alignment will provide a high-level 
view of your business and how we can support you. We’ll 
view you a view of your business from marketing, to fi-
nance, to IT.

We’re here to help scale and build your business. Our team 
consists of highly skilled IT and marketing experts who’ll 
work with you and get to know your business and its goals. 
We work with most industries and can provide anything 
from IT support and cybersecurity to digital marketing and 
website services.

• Better communication and collaboration 
between all departments

• Accountability
• More insights to costs
• Quicker go to market
• Better overall use of everyone’s time
• Implementing technology that prioritizes  

business process and results

“Showing the value of aligning business 
teams and IT is a first step to cultivating 

 an environment open to change.”



Reliable IT 
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